DATA SCRAPING & THE DOWNFALL OF PUBLIC ANONYMITY
Daniel B. Rankin*
Some open-internet advocates have applauded the Ninth Circuit’s recent
decision in hiQ Labs v. LinkedIn,1 which held that scraping data off a public website
didn’t violate the Computer Fraud & Abuse Act. The decision was thought consistent with the notion that access to public data on the web is inherently authorized.2 While the Ninth Circuit’s decision appears to further ensconce that norm, it
may have wrested from companies a tool that could safeguard our privacy.
* * *
Law enforcement’s facial-recognition capabilities have traditionally been
tethered to “government-provided images, such as mug shots and driver’s license
photos.”3 This limited scale confined law enforcement to searching through a narrow class of potential suspects. Lack of data (if that could ever be a problem these
days) fettered the ability to swiftly produce accurate matches.
But an up-and-coming tech start-up, Clearview AI, is changing that. Clearview AI’s product, a facial-recognition app, has been eagerly purchased and used
by hundreds of law-enforcement agencies.4 The game-changing feature of Clearview’s app is its database of roughly three billion images. Clearview has compiled
all these images by scraping the data off popular websites such as Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube.5 Clearview app users can thus take a picture of anyone, upload
it, and within seconds, see all the photos of that person that appear on the web.6
Apart from being a “valuable crime-solving tool,”7 the concerns for abuse
of this powerful technology may be warranted. If used as intended, Clearview’s app
could destroy public anonymity. No longer could anyone walk down the street and
remain a nameless stranger. Anytime your face is captured by a surveillance camera
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or smartphone, your entire web presence can be reached and analyzed.8 This, of
course, allows app users to collect a trove of information on the person being
searched: name, birthday, home address, friends, whereabouts, place of work, and
more.
The wellsprings of Clearview’s vast database—social-media companies—
have attempted to stop Clearview from scaping their data.9 LinkedIn, for example,
sent Clearview a cease-and-desist letter, stating that scraping users’ data violated
its policies.10 But are there any legal consequences for violating a site’s terms of
service, particularly when the violator is put on notice from the company itself?
Under the Computer Fraud & Abuse Act (CFAA), the federal anti-hacking
statute, there are criminal penalties for accessing a computer “without authorization.”11 In addition to imposing potential felony liability, the CFAA also creates a
private right of action, which permits hacking victims to sue the hacker and obtain
damages and equitable relief.12 For Clearview, the question comes down to this:
What counts as accessing a computer “without authorization”? This deceivingly
simple question has engendered much confusion. The Ninth Circuit, the circuit with
a relatively heavy legal–tech docket, has been a leading voice on this issue.
In 2016, in Facebook v. Power Ventures, the question before the Ninth Circuit was whether Power Ventures could be held liable under the CFAA when, despite a cease-and-desist letter from Facebook, it accessed Facebook users’ profiles
with the users’ permission.13 Facebook, in seeking to hold Power Ventures civilly
liable, sought a broad reading of the CFAA. Facebook pointed out, too, that what
Power Ventures was doing violated Facebook’s terms of service.14 The Ninth Circuit agreed, holding that Power Ventures’ access was “unauthorized” because Facebook’s letter withdrew Power Venture’s permission to access Facebook’s servers.15 Facebook could thus seek damages and injunctive relief under the CFAA for
Power Ventures’ unauthorized data scraping.16
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The Ninth Circuit substantially narrowed the precedential scope of Power
Ventures, however, in hiQ Labs v. LinkedIn.17 The dispute between hiQ and
LinkedIn began when hiQ, a data-analytics company, scraped data off the publicfacing parts of LinkedIn.18 Like Facebook, LinkedIn sent hiQ a cease-and-desist
letter, telling it to stop accessing and copying data from its server.19 In response,
hiQ sued LinkedIn, seeking injunctive relief and a declaratory judgment that what
it was doing did not run afoul of the CFAA.20 The question before the Ninth Circuit,
then, was much like the one in Power Ventures.
Yet the decision came out much differently. In distinguishing Power Ventures, the panel held that hiQ’s scraping of LinkedIn’s data, even after the ceaseand-desist letter, did not violate the CFAA.21 Unlike Power Ventures, the panel
said, hiQ was scraping data that “was available to anyone with a web browser,” and
thus did not need a username and password.22 According to the panel, this distinction required a different result because legislative history made clear that the CFAA
was meant to protect “information delineated as private through use of a permission
requirement of some sort.”23 The panel therefore concluded that “when a computer
network generally permits public access to its data, a user's accessing that publicly
available data will not constitute access without authorization under the CFAA.”24
With hiQ on the books, where does the practice of data scraping stand under
the CFAA? According to Professor Orin Kerr, “HiQ Labs now places a critical limit
on Power Ventures.”25 “[T]he cease-and-desist letter,” Kerr says, now “only controls access to rights to non-public data.”26 So if someone wants to scrape data off
a public website, they can likely do so without fear of having the broad CFAA
hammer dropped on them.27
HiQ was a win for the open internet. But how about for privacy?
After getting word that Clearview was scrapping data to compile its vast
image database, notable companies, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google,
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and YouTube, sent Clearview cease-and-desist letters.28 Some of the letters informed Clearview that data scraping violated their websites’ terms of service.29
This face-off has its fair share of irony: “Although we’ve long criticized these platforms for profiting off our data,” Rebeca Heilweil of Open Sourced writes, “we’re
now potentially reliant on these companies to defend us from a dystopian world of
facial recognition.”30
This newfound (and ironic) reliance, however, could be misplaced. Under
Power Ventures, it appeared social-media companies could leverage the CFAA to
prevent Clearview-types from collecting our data. But the Ninth Circuit’s decision
in hiQ dashes that hope. Clearview scrapes data off of public-facing websites—
precisely what hiQ did to LinkedIn.31 So social-media companies, equipped with
their cease-and-desist letters, are mostly32 powerless to prevent Clearview from collecting our posted images. And if they’re powerless to stop that, then our privacy
will be further eroded.
Hello open internet, but goodbye public anonymity.
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